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Blocky Roads 1.3.7 Description Editor's Review Hop into your car and discover green hills, snowy mountains, and desert dunes in this unique clumsy adventure! About Blocky Roads Blocky Roads (Package Name: com.crescentmoongames.blocky_roads) was developed by DogByte Games, and the latest version of Blocky Roads 1.3.7
was updated on April 27, 2015. Blocky Roads is in the Racing category. You can check all apps from the blocky roads developer and find 90 alternative apps for Blocky Roads on Android. Currently this app is free. This app can be downloaded on Android 4.1+ on APKFab or Google Play. All APK/XAPK files on APKFab.com are original
and 100% secure with fast download. Hop into your car and discover green hills, snowy mountains, and desert dunes in this unique physics racer! The tornado ripped your farm apart and spread it across the globe. Collect the missing parts to restore the farm to its former glory!3d racing against your own times in a clumsy mining world!**
Choose one of the 9 cars or build your own block by block! The car editor unlocks after track 3 is finished!** Main Features:- 3d racing - Blocky style!- 12 tracks to conquer-4 challenge tracks to test your skills-9 awesome vehicles: trucks, bikes, Monster trucks, tanks-Customized character-Car Editor! Build and paint your own car block by
block! (Locks after track 3 is done) - Beautiful Voxel Graphics-GameServices results and leaderboards-Kids will love itFollow us for the latest info and game news! Created By Dogbyte Games, creator of Offroad Legends, Off the Road, Redline Rush and Dead Venture. Blocky Roads 1.3.7 Update minor bugfixes Read more Blocky Roads
es un juego de carreras en dos dimensions, en el que los jugadores tendrán que intentar llegar (enteros) a la línea de meta, utilizando unos conductores y unos vehículos que parecen sacados directe Los jugadores podrán darle rienda suelta a la imaginación a la hora de personalizar a su conductor y su vehículo, ya que contamos con
varias opciones de edición distintas. Así, aunque sólo tenemos nueve vehículos principales, podremos 'tunearlos' a nuestro antojo para darles el aspecto que que queramos. La mecánica de Blocky Roads es muy similar a la de otros títulos de conducción en dos dimensiones como los de la saga Trials. Es decir, tendremos que intentar
avanzar con cuidado de no romper nuestro vehículo, por unos circuitos llenos de obstáculos. El objetivo: llegar en el menor tiempo posible. Blocky Roads es un juego de conducción en dos dimensiones muy divertido, que aprovecha el tirón de Minecraft para ofrecer una experiencia de juego muy atractiva. El juego, además, cuenta con
un buen sistema de logros y tablas de clasificación online para comparar nuestras puntuaciones. Ad Jump into your car and discover green hills, snowy mountains and desert dunes in Unique physics breeds! The tornado ripped your farm apart and spread it across the globe. Collect the missing parts to restore the farm to its former
glory!3d racing against your own times in a clumsy mining world!** Choose one of the 9 cars or build your own block by block! The car editor unlocks after track 3 is finished!** Main Features:- 3d racing - Blocky style!- 12 tracks to conquer, 3 free, the rest can be unlocked via inapp purchase.- 4 challenge tracks to test your skills- 9
awesome vehicles: trucks, bikes, Monster trucks, tanks- Customizable character-Car Editor! Build and paint your own car block by block! (Locks after track 3 is done) - Beautiful Voxel Graphics-GameServices results and leaderboards-Kids will love itFollow us for the latest info and game news! Created By Dogbyte Games, creator of
Offroad Legends, Redline Rush and Dead Venture. News in Blocky-Roads 1.3.4 User Interface changesMinor bugfixes Hop into your car and discover green hills, snowy mountains and desert dunes in this unique physics racer! The tornado ripped your farm apart and spread it across the globe. Collect the missing parts to restore the farm
to its former glory! 3d racing against your own times in a clumsy mining world! ** Choose one of the 9 cars or build your own block by block! The car editor unlocks after track 3 is finished!** Main features: - 3d racing - Blocky style! - 12 tracks to conquer, 3 free, the rest can be unlocked via inapp purchase. - 4 challenge tracks to test your
abilities - 9 awesome vehicles: trucks, bikes, Monster trucks, tanks - Customizable character - Car Editor! Build and paint your own car block by block! (Locks after track 3 is done) - Beautiful Voxel Graphics - GameServices results and leaderboards - Kids will love it Follow us for the latest info and game news! Created By Dogbyte Games,
creator of Offroad Legends, Redline Rush and Dead Venture. Developer: DogByte Games Download size: 46Mb Version: 1.3.2 Price: Free + Requires Android: 2.3 and Up Internet: Not required Hop into your car and discover green hills, snowy mountains and desert dunes in this unique physics racer! The tornado ripped your farm apart
and spread it across the globe. Collect the missing parts to restore the farm to its former glory! 3d racing against your own times in a clumsy mining world! ** Choose one of the 9 cars or build your own block by block! The car editor unlocks after track 3 is finished!** Main features: - 3d racing - Blocky style! - 12 tracks to conquer, 3 free, the
rest can be unlocked via inapp purchase. - 4 challenge tracks to test your abilities - 9 awesome vehicles: trucks, bikes, Monster trucks, tanks - Customizable character - Car Editor! Build and paint your own car block by block! (Unlocks track 3 is finished) - Beautiful Voxel Graphics - Results and Rankings – Kids will love the Gameplay
What's New ** Blocky Roads is now completely free to play ** -You no longer need to buy the full version to finish the game-You can be the premium member to receive a permanent Coin Doubler, also Ads are removed for premium players. -If you purchased the game previously you get a permanent Triple Coin Bonus and Ad removal!
Download apk Size: 18Mb Download against apk Size: 18Mb Download cache Size: 28Mb ShareGoogleTweetPinterest Android GamesSeptember 16, 2014 at 12:26 pmblocky-roads-v1-2-2-fullunlimited-coins-apkLeap into your car and uncover inexperienced hills, snowy mountains and deserted gut dunes on this characteristic clumsy
journey! Twister ripped your farm aside and spread it across the globe. Acquire the missing elements to revive the farm to its former glory!** Make a selection some of the 9 vehicles or construct your individual block via block! Auto editor unlocks after observing 3 is completed!** Primary options:- 12 clues to triumph over - 4 problem tracks
to check your talents - 9 superior autos - Customizable personality - Automotive Editor! Construct and paint your individual car block via block! (Locks after the screen 3 is completed) - Stunning Voxel Images - GameServices results and leaderboards1.2.2 - Less fixesDOWNLOAD: Download FileFrom 9androidapps.com Download
FileFrom Google Drive DATA (sdcard/Android/Obb): Download DataFrom 9androidapps.com Download DataFrom Google Drive Crescent Moon Games Android 2.3 + Version: 1.3.0 $0 Blocky Roads (MOD, Unlimited Coins) - an incredible pixel arcade that will take you to a fantasy world that is built of multicolored blocks, choose your car
from the presented ones, in the game there are about 9, or create your own from scratch, give it a unique look and dimensions, and go conquer the Blocky Roads universe, The most interesting thing is that despite its small game weight the game is able to take you to many hours of the game , drive boredom away from your
consciousness. Updated to version 1.3.0! You want to learn the rules of chess? Now you can master the chess rules in less than 20 minutes! You will learn how checkers move, how to put a chessboard, what are your checkers worth, how to slot, what is promotion, what is a passant, how to start the game and more! If you begin your
chess journey, this is a perfect place to learn the rules. The Austrian writer Stefan Zweig once said: As evidence shows, [chess is] more enduring in its being and presence than all books and achievements; the only game belonging to all people and all ages; of which no one knows the divinity that bestowed upon it to the world, to kill
boredom, to sharpen the senses, to emigrate the spirit. No matter who you are or where you come from, chess can be a game to learn and improve. To set up On the right path into your chess journey, we hope that this article can get you started with everything there is to know about how to play chess. What is chess and what is the goal?
Chess is a game of two players in which each player has a set of 16 chess pieces that can be grouped into: Peasants (8) Knights, (2) Rooks (2) Bishops (2) King (1) Queen (1) A fully created chessboard looks like this: Each type of piece moves, attacks or defends in different ways. Your goal is to use these checkers to checkmate your
opponent; to put it more simply, your goal is to simultaneously threaten (aka check) your opponent's king—with your checkers—and prevent his/her king from escaping (aka checkmate). A big misconception is that you can catch (or kill) the king in a chess game that is simply untrue. Your goal is solely to catch the king and threaten to
catch, not to catch the piece itself. If you can do this, then you have won the game! Rules of chess #1: The chessboard A standard chessboard consists of 64 changing dark and bright squares as well as an initial setup of 32 pieces. On the outside of the checkered area are letters and numbers as described below, where each letter
corresponds to a column-known as a file in chess–and each number corresponds to a row-known as a rank in chess. So in the chart below: the vertical purple arrow represents the d-file the horizontal red line represents the fourth rank and the green square is the intersection of d-file/4th rank, which we simplify to d4 Each square has its
own coordinate. For more examples, the space to the left of the d4 c4, and the space above d4 is d5. Rules of chess #2: Chess pieces each piece mentioned also has a capital letter corresponding to the piece moves. Here is a list of what each piece's 1-letter abbreviation is: Bishop Rook Queen Pawn Knight Just know that usually players
just leave a pawn move like d4 instead of Pd4 Also we use N for knight because K is already used for king. So if a peasant were to move on d4 square, we could say either d4 or Pd4 as the first step. The chart below shows a green arrow to represent the move d4 : Now you can ask how this even relates to chess. Isn't that just a bunch of
letters and numbers? Of course it is! Still, using these coordinates (in piece-file-rank or file-rank format) is how we can more clearly communicate where pieces move. Rules of chess #3: Setting chess pieces In the creation of the board, let's use our newfound knowledge to organize what checkers are where on the chessboard: Here are
the steps to create the chessboard: Step 1. Place 8 peasants across 2. Place 2 roe on a1/a8 and h1/h8 squares Step 3. Place 2 knights on b1/b8 and g1/g8 Step 4. Place 2 bishops on c1/c8 and f1/f8 squares Step 5. And finally place queens on d1/d8 squares and kings on e1 and e8 squares. A good way to remember is that the Queen
always goes to the square in her color. So the white queen is on the bright d1 square. The black queen is in the dark d8 square. Congratulations! You've set up a chessboard. And you are almost mastered the main chess rules! Now on how to play and some basic strategies! Rules of chess #3: How does each piece move? 1.Rook Tower
can move to as many unoc possessiond squares left, right, up or down. To simplify, think of a + sign when you think of how the tower moves. In addition, the tower cannot jump over other pieces. As you can see in the chart below, the green arrow shows all the possible squares the tower could go to in a single move. The red boxes show
squares that the raw core cannot go to because of other tiles in the road. 2.Bishop Bishop can move in the same way to any non-occupied square, but in a diagonal direction. Here you can think of the bishop's movements as a x In the same way, like the tower, the bishop cannot skip other pieces. Finally, take a look at this chart for a
better picture of how the bishop can and cannot move: 3.Queen Queen has the power of both the bishop and tower in that it can move in both + and x direction, but cannot jump over other pieces. Here's a diagram of the Queen's movements: 4.King King is a pretty simple piece in that it can move a square in any direction and can't jump
over other pieces (I think you see a pattern here). Here's a king-movement chart: 5.Knight Now this is where we break the pattern, and it all gets a little tricky. By definition, the knight moves two non-diagonal squares in all directions and then a non-diagonal square in either perpendicular direction (or vice versa). But I think you can agree
that it's a mouthful! The best way to think about how the knight moves is in an L form. By this I mean that if you can make an L or backwards L, you can move your knight in that direction. It's also great to look at this chart for a better visualization: 6.Pawn Finally we get to the paw. Although this piece may seem simple, it also has its
nuances in play. Generally the pawn moves up 1 rank (1 square up) per move. But in the first move, any pawn can move up 2 rows (2 squares up). Each of the green/yellow arrows in the chart below shows possible moves for White to Play: Rules of Chess #4: How does each piece capture? The bishop, queen, king and tower can all
directly capture a single piece per move that is in its path of motion. Looking back at all the diagrams in the above section, if we replace any of the white peasants with black pieces, the white piece at play can catch one of the now black pieces and place the original white piece in in Square. The same goes for the White Knight. Remember
that the White Knight can jump over any piece, regardless of color or worth (something we will discuss in the next section. In the chart below you can see all the 8 possible prisoners that the knight can do while in the middle of the board: But peasant prisoners can get a little bit tricky. Although peasants can move forward, they can't catch
forward. Rather, peasants catch diagonally. The diagram shows the two possible types of prisoners for peasants in chess. Rules of Chess #5: Special Captures Normal Pawn Capture: The white pawn on b3 can catch one of the black peasants on a4 or c4. En-Passant: In this particular feature, the white peasant on e5 can catch the pawn
on f5 ONLY if the white peasant is at 5. Keep in mind that as part of the rule, you can only make this capture immediately when your opponent has played in the fifth rank (or 4th if you are black). If you are waiting for a move, a passant cannot occur. Invalid En-Passant: If Black plays into the fifth rank but your pawn is not in the same rank
as the black pawn, then a passant cannot happen. Rules of Chess #6: Special Moves/Terminology in Chess Like the one-passant, there are two other special features in chess: 1.Special Chess Rule - Castling Castling is done by moving the king and tower in one move as per the charts below. Also know that linking is the only time you
can move two pieces in one move: Before Castling: After Castling: If you want to learn more about the strategy behind the cast, take a look at this article (link to the Castling article I wrote). 2.Special Chess Rule – Campaigning occurs if a pawn reaches the final rank (either the 1st or 8th). At this point, the farmer can be exchanged for any
other piece except a king or another peasant. Because the Queen is the most powerful piece, almost all the time it is chosen. In some cases, choosing another piece, like a knight, may prove to be more useful! In addition, here are some more technical chess jargon [chess rules as well] that you can hear at clubs and tournaments: Gambit
This means a potential pawn offering. The chart below shows the very ordinary Queen's Gambit opening that you are likely to see in future games! Adjust - Touch Move Because it's generally a polite rule (both inside and outside of official tournaments) to move any piece that you touch, say players usually adjust when they want to move a
piece to the middle of a square. Basic Chess Tactics 1.Fork This is when a single piece attacks 2 or more of your opponent's checkers. Take a look at this diagram of a very powerful Family Fork: 6.Pin A Pin is when a piece of lower value blocks the path to a piece of higher value. This can become very dangerous because it can cause the
piece of lower value to get targeted. The below shows an example of a needle on the black king. Opening, Middlegame and Endgame Each of these terms describes what part of the game a position is in. Usually when the Queen's traded an endgame is either reached or soon to be reached. Notation This describes the act of writing
moves on paper to review later. This can help you review your games after playing. What is Queening? A synonym for promotion. This is because most of the time promotion-&gt; queen What is stalemate? This describes a situation where one side has no legal action to take, thus making a tie. If you want to learn more about stalking, take
a look at this article (link to stalemate article I wrote). What is Zugzwang? This is a word to describe a position where there are no good moves to be made. To put it more honestly, any step would be to lose. Usually zugzwang happens in king and peasant endgame, which requires very careful play! Rules of chess #7: How much is each
piece worth? Although generally point values are based on positions, we can give each piece a generic point value that is almost always about correct: Pawn: The farmer is worth 1 point, but has potential, through promotion to get much more! Knight or Bishop: Both of these checkers are worth about 3 points in the game. As you continue
to play, you will notice how the bishop is generally a little stronger than the knight. This would then give it a 3.5 point value. Rook: The tower is worth about 5 points and is known to be, along with the Queen, a heavy piece. Queen: The Queen is worth 9 points and is the most value (except the king) in the game. King: Finally, we have the
king, which can be believed to have an infinite point value, because if you lose control of the king, the game is. Rules of Chess #8: The clock many chess games use what are known as chess watches. They look like this: These watches give each player a certain amount of time, as if a player's time runs out, he/she loses the game! We
also usually categorize games into 4 main categories based on time: Bullet: where 2 minutes or less is given to each player Blitz: where each player gets 5 minutes or less to each player Rapid: where 10-20 minutes or less are given to each player Classic: where more than 20 minutes are given and up to many hours are given to each
player Additionally, Step-where each move gives a certain amount of time back to the player and delays where you have a certain standard amount of time for each move before your time starts to run out-can be given depending on the circumstances of the game/tournament. Congratulations on learning all the important rules of chess!
What now? With all this knowledge of chess, the best thing you can do is start playing and learning! There are tons of chess videos and websites where you can play and learn. Find post useful? Share it? It? It?
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